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Opening remarks by Patrick welcoming everyone to third session of the Connectivity group  

Two presentations were carried out by Elistair and Spooky Action Robotics, starting with  

Elistair: Please find the presentation PowerPoint here. 

Steve -business developer at Elistair, working on operation in Middle East. Africa and UK. 

- Elistair is a French company, based in Lyon, had over 700 tethered drones delivered to 65+ 

countries and are recognized to be the leading tethered drones’ company across the globe.  

- Elistair provides two solutions: Orion tethered drones that is completely made in-house 

specifically for tethering and for flying for a long period of time; it’s powered and controlled 

through the tether. More details: 

 

-  Second, they offer a tethered station, there is over 50 drones’ manufacturers that Elistair works 

with currently; this solution which allows the user who already has a drone, to connect it to the 

tethered station and have longer flying time. More details: 

 

- To learn more about the use cases please follow the recording that you can find here (minute 

17:40- 21:50) 

https://wfp.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/UASTechnicalWorkingGroup/ERuBNkk8cgZKgOti9iyHUHwBWW3RxlhgR0OBLbDKeI4ufw?e=yTH0pm
https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/444859a8-8608-41ae-82aa-855e26b84fe5


Spooky Action Robotics presented after: Please find the presentation PowerPoint here. 

Presenting is Rahul Tiwari, CEO of Spooky Action: 

- Spooky Action is a robotics company in Minnesota focused on developing tethered drones in the 

communication market.   

- The solution that Spooky Action concentrates on is the Telelift: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- To learn about the use cases please follow the recording that you can find here (minute 31:30- ) 

 

Discussion (dividing different roles for members based on the ToRs): 

The following are things that the Connectivity group will need to work on at some point: 

- To document best practices for the:   
o use of tethered UAS based Wi-Fi connectivity;   
o use of tethered UAS based Mobile connectivity;  
o use of un-tethered UAS for connectivity.  

- To develop field guides (checklists) on how to:   
o request approval for the establishment of a tethered drone location  
o provide backhaul connectivity to a UAS;  
o set up a tethered drone operations site;  
o maintain safe operations of a tethered drone;  

 
As operations are limited now due to Covid, this will be put on hold until there is more operations in the 
field. 
 

https://wfp.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/UASTechnicalWorkingGroup/EZCnY_CKeflKgRHbdIgx0bEBCX8OKG3RvXsgLWrRW5pj9Q?e=v8MjMY
https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/444859a8-8608-41ae-82aa-855e26b84fe5


The plenary meeting will be on the 20th of January, every chair will present the ToR of their group and the 

purpose of each group. There will also be a presentation of the soon to be launched drones website (it is 

opened to all groups members) 

 

The next Connectivity TWG meeting Loon will be presenting their work 

Next meeting is on 24 of February 2021 


